
What is NICE Justice?

NICE Justice is the Microsoft Azure Gov cloud-based solution that breaks down 

information silos and brings all needed information right to the prosecutor.                  
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Securely Collect Evidence from 
Law Enforcement Agencies

Seamlessly Integrate with Your 
Prosecutor Case Management 
System 

Securely Share Evidence for 
Discovery 

Evidence gathering no longer          

a culprit in delayed case resolution

• Bring evidence from disjointed 

agencies into a central repository

• Effectively request additional evidence 

from police and citizens

• Auto-convert media into standard 

format for universal, one-screen access

Prosecutors become more 

effective in pursuit of justice

• Rapidly search and connect all 

types of evidence, visualise context 

on maps and timelines 

• Uncover hidden insights with 

powerful correlation engine

• Improve transparency

Prosecutor office operations 

gain greater efficiency

• Share hundreds of different 

evidence items with a few clicks

• The burden of making physical 

copies of evidence is lifted

• Comprehensive chain of custody 

is tracked automatically

Digital Evidence Management 
for Prosecutors
Ensure successful prosecutions, close more cases 

faster

Accelerating growth in the volume and variety of digital evidence 
impacts your ability to collect, preserve, analyse and disclose it.

Different police forces share evidence in different ways, as a mix of 
electronic media, discs, USB drives, and paper. This requires a 
significant amount of manual effort to catalogue, consolidate, 
organise, and properly disclose it.  With all this complexity, crucial 
evidence can be missed, hindering cases and delaying justice. 

“Our County has elected to employ 

the NICE Justice SaaS solution for 

digital investigation and evidence 

management as a tool to assist 

with compliance with New York’s 

new discovery reform laws.”

“State law afforded the County less 

than eight months to implement 

solutions and this technology is 

helping to do so on the timeline 

required by state statute.”

Chief Technology Officer 

District Attorney’s Office in the 

State of New York



Digital Transformation improves 

operational efficiency and adds 

transparency with police, courts and 

others

• Streamlines collection of digital evidence 

with auto-correlation to case management. 

• Synchronises case folders by pulling case ID 

from case management system and 

incident ID from Police RMS

• Digital evidence is automatically ‘pushed’ to 

the prosecution

• All digital evidence is made searchable to 

support cross-case matching

• Auto-notifications as new evidence is added 

to your case 

• Streamlined sharing of evidence with 

Defence improves speed and transparency 

• Full tracking of shared evidence reveals 

when Defence receives and reads it

How NICE Justice Promotes Operational Improvements
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Why NICE?
Leveraging 30+ years of experience helping thousands of public safety and justice agencies manage their digital evidence,

NICE has developed the industry’s first end-to-end digital investigation and evidence management solution. Running on the

Microsoft Azure cloud, NICE Prosecute automates the collection, analysis and sharing of ALL digital evidence, to enable

swifter justice.

Cloud-based solution improves operational 
agility and accessibility of information 

• Hosted on Microsoft Azure Gov, NICE Prosecute 

makes all types of evidence readily accessible

• NICE’s SaaS (Software as a Service) solution limits 

the up-front hardware and resource costs 

associated with premise-based storage alternatives

Certified CJIS compliant platform eliminates 
security concerns 

• NICE and Microsoft Azure Government meet the 
security requirements for national and local 
governments

• ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certification

• Antivirus and malware protection

Streamlined evidence management workflows 
result in operational improvements and 
improved evidence integrity

• Rapid, single logon access to all evidence and cross-

case search and analytics improves operational 

efficiency

• Electronically collect case evidence 

• Improve access control and case management

• Eliminate time wasting moving of physical files from 

removable media into case folders

• Court cost savings as a result of faster case resolution

Prevent lost or hidden 

evidence, improve 

coordination with Police 

and Defence

Manage and 

automate secure 

electronic sharing 

for discovery

Single place for 

evidence combines 

police and case 

management system 

data

Eliminate manual 

activities – search, 

downloads, uploads, 

scans, duplicates
Improve search and 

organisation of digital 

evidence

Streamline 

evidence 

collection from 

Law Enforcement

Confirmed received 

and opened by 

Defence 

Justice


